
 

 

  
Hints and features:

The Sailun SAW1 is a truck winter tyre
for steering axles but is also suitable for
trailers
The wide tread pattern and the tread
pattern with 5 main grooves enable very
good and safe handling on snow and ice
Jagged sipes increase the contact area
with the road and enhance the grip
The sipe design and the shoulder
grooves open on the sides reliably
deflect water and snow
The special rubber compound keeps its
positive characteristics even at low
temperatures

   REIFEN 315 / 70 R 22.5
 18 PR, 154 / 150 L (152 / 148 M), TL, SAW1,
3PMSF
 SAILUN (VA)

  Product-No.: 11066346

  
  Technical Information:

  Tyre size 315 / 70 R 22.5

TL / TT TL

LI / SI 154 / 150 L (152 / 148 M)

PR 18

Tread SAW1

Manufacturer Sailun

Specification 3PMSF

Recom. Rim 9.00

Permissible rim 9.75

Width [mm] 315

Outer diameter [mm] 1014

Static radius [mm] 468,28

Rolling circumference [mm] 2945

Payload in kg at kph (1) 3750 / 120

Payload in kg at kph (2) 3550 / 130

Loadcapacity Twin Truck 3350 / 120 (3150 / 130)

Inflation pressure [bar] 9,00

Weight [Kg] 62,92

Rolling resistance E

Wet grip C

Rolling Noise DB 74

Rolling Noise Level B

Stud height [mm] 16,0

Zulassung ECE 54, ECE 117

M+S M+S

3PMSF 3PMSF

LI 4 148

All technical information in this website is based on the information provided by the manufacturers. The content is non-binding and serves solely for information purposes

Bohnenkamp AG does not take liability for anything related to these details. Any liability for any immediate or indirect damages, claims for damages, consequential
damages of any kind or from any legal ground, which ensued from the use of information on this website, is, provided this is lawful, utterly ruled out.
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